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See all the award winners in the Exhibition AV - February 15th

ZOOM PROGRAMME
JAN – JULY 2021

FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Do you know the best thing about 2020?
It’s that it’s gone… and we can now look
forward in 2021 with hope and optimism.
If there WAS one good thing about 2020 –
for this club - it’s that lockdown didn’t lead
to shutdown. For a time you may have
wondered – as I did – if this club was going
to founder amidst the gloom of the
pandemic. However, gloom turned into
Zoom and it actually provided a silver lining
to the Covid cloud.
I must thank all of our club members and
guests (including members of Matlock CC)
who turned up in their numbers from our
first Zoom meeting on June 1st and,
towards the end of the year, gave a
donation to help steady the club’s finances.
With Covid restrictions still in place, we are
continuing with a Zoom programme – right
up to the end of July when we take a
summer break – and you’ll see one
improvement: the return of monthly competitions. In one sense, it was convenient that
the first lockdown last March occurred just before we were due to hold our first monthly
competition. This allowed us to re-schedule all of our eight monthly competitions for this
year with all but two of the same themes - and all but one of the same judges - still in
place. The other change is that the four print competitions are now digital.
The lecture programme continues to show the exciting new world that Zoom has opened
up for us in that that every photo lecturer in the UK – and beyond – is within reach. It’s
allowed us to provide another varied and fascinating programme. Furthermore, of the
14 lecturers lined up, 12 of them will be lecturing for the first time at Derby City.
Make sure you save this document – maybe stick it on your desktop? – as we wouldn’t
want you to miss any one of our meetings. As it happens, you will continue to receive a
preview of every meeting in our weekly e-newsletter.
Hopefully, the next time I send you a programme – sometime in August – we will have
come out of the Covid cloud and looking to bask in the sunlit uplands of The Grange,
our club venue.
Until then, keep safe, keep well – and keep supporting us!
All the Best

Ashley Franklin ARPS, APAGB, BPE1*

JANUARY
25th ALEX HYDE – CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
Alex is a professional, award-winning natural history photographer who ‘delights
in revealing tiny details of subjects that would be missed by the naked eye’,
especially as some of his subjects are smaller than a grain of rice, requiring highly
specialised equipment and a fair measure of patience. An evening to discover a
largely unseen world and a fascinating aspect of photography.

‘Thank you for a truly outstanding presentation. I don't think we have had a speaker
who has generated more positive comments from members than yourself.’ - Des
Hessel (Prog Sec. Maidenhead CC)
FEBRUARY
1st

ANNUAL PDI COMPETITION
Judge: Carol McNiven Young FRPS, EFIAP, BPE4*
Members can enter up to three PDIs. Please note: to enable effective
management of the PDI numbers, you will need to indicate which is your third
choice PDI. If the entered PDI numbers are too high, your third PDI will NOT be
used. Good luck!

Making a Splash by Dave Goodman – Winner of the Annual PDI 2020
8th

TAL CHOHAN – THE ART OF ZOO PHOTOGRAPHY
This highly experienced wildlife photographer will describe the challenges that all
of us photographers must overcome in a zoo environment – such as working with
un-aesthetic enclosures, shooting through wire and fences, removing reflections
when shooting through glass, and waiting for the right moment.
As Tal says: ‘Zoos are often the only opportunity that many photographers will
have to shoot exotic wildlife and I will teach you how to maximise the opportunities
presented to us in some of the best zoos and wildlife parks.’

‘What came through strongly was Tal’s passion for conservation, tigers, ethics
and good fieldcraft, plus his artistic influences, all of which contribute to his
successful work. A thoroughly enjoyable and informative evening’ – Harrow
Camera Club

15th N&EMPF PROJECTED IMAGE EXHIBITION 2021 – PART 2
View the crème de la crème of digital work from 40-plus clubs in the North & East
Midlands Photographic Federation. Part 2 will cover all the Monochrome
acceptances and award winners in an enthralling audio-visual assembled by your
illustrious and modest Chairman.

Receding Tide by Mike Arblaster LRPS, CPAGB, BPE3* - Commended, Mono DPI
22nd ANDY MARLAND ARPS – THE INDUSTRIAL TOURIST
Andy’s life has been spent
living and working in the
industrial landscape of
Lancashire, always – as
he states - ‘one step
ahead of the wrecking
ball’.
This talk is a thoughtprovoking and enthralling
journey
through
the
remnants of the northern
industrial landscape.

Andy’s gritty, powerful black &
white images cover a diverse
selection of sites such as the
enormous slate quarries of
Snowdonia, abandoned textile
mills in Lancashire and Yorkshire,
a disused underground coal mine,
the bizarre landscapes of active
steelworks as well as unique
views of the inside of derelict
cooling towers.
‘Great images full of shapes and angles, light and dark, harsh contrast and dramatic
dereliction. Andy has genuine enthusiasm and great knowledge of the history linked to
the images.’ – Rolls-Royce (Derby) P.S.
24th FOUR-WAY BATTLE – Rolls-Royce leg
Judge: Leigh Woolford DPAGB, FWPF, EFIAP
Into battle we go with Beeston CC, Ilkeston Photo 2000 and Rolls-Royce PS. A
high quality showcase of DPIs. Members are invited to support the club.
MARCH
1st

MIKE BENNETT LRPS, DPAGB, EFIAP, BPE3* – CAPTURE THE MOMENT

Mike is one of the most creative
photographers in N&EMPF.
One very good reason we know
this is because the image
pictured left - Storm Trawler was disqualified by a competition
judge because he thought he
had photographed a painting in a
gallery!
Actually, the image was the
result of superb montaging.
In his talk, Mike will show how he
plans and prepares to capture a
moment and how his processing
techniques produce images that win numerous awards. Prepare to be wowed by a
photographer whose work is shot through with imagination, skill and dark humour.

8th

GARETH MARTIN AWPF, CPAGB – IN THE MAKING
Like Mike Bennett, Gareth is what one would call a camera club photographer’s
photographer in that he’s a driven, dedicated and passionate picture-taker who
likes nothing better than getting out to shoot all manner of subject manner and
dabble in all kinds of processing techniques, playing with both colour and black &
white.
In this talk, Gareth promises to ‘demystify how I put my images together and share
my thought processes, techniques and stories, all of which will make you think of
how to use all those images that have sat, long forgotten, on your computer.’

15th COMPETITION 1 – IN THE RAIN
Judge: Dave Hollingsworth CPAGB
16th FOUR-WAY BATTLE – Ilkeston Photo 2000 leg
Judge: tbc
22nd MARTIN VAUGHAN ARPS, BPE4* - FURTHER WILDLIFE ADVENTURES
AROUND ASHBY
Club member Martin’s latest talk takes us through the project he has worked on
within five miles of his home. He shows what can be achieved with patience and
perseverance: following grebes from nest-building to the chicks leaving; going up
in the world to photograph nesting nuthatch and woodpeckers; and down to ground
level to gain award winning shots of water birds.

We will also hear the stories of how those images were achieved including: how
he learnt how to use a tripod up a tree; was charged by a swan; and used
superglue to get better nest photos!

29th RICHARD O’BRIEN – HISTORY RECOLOURED
Have you got some old photos that are
faded, stained or torn? Find out how to
restore as well as re-colour or – if they
are black & white - colourise them.
Richard, a Certified Expert in
Photoshop, will cover his work
processes for restoring, repairing and
recolouring historical photographs
using Photoshop, starting with how to
scan a photograph, the retouching
techniques he uses, and finishing with
the recolouring process.
Here’s the really good bit: Richard
says that no prior knowledge of these techniques is required. Also, when the talk
is over, a PDF quick reference guide will be made available to all club members.
APRIL
5th

BANK HOLIDAY - NO MEETING

12th TIM PILE MPAGB, MFIAP, EFIAP/p, FIPF – LULU, A MODERN MUSE
Yes, have we got nudes for you. All those above qualifications for Tim have come
from his renowned art nude photography, especially with top class model Lulu
Lockhart who he shoots mainly in landscape environments across the world. Be
prepared to see precarious poses on fascinating rock formations.

In this talk, Tim will show how he plans, prepares and shoots his iconic images
with the help of the adventurous and beautiful Lulu. For Tim, it’s simply a matter
of creating dramatic images that capture the beauty of the female form in manmade and natural environments.
19th COMPETITION 2 – MONO
Judge: Derek Doar DPAGB
26th JUSTIN GARNER – HOME PHOTOGRAPHY
Justin Garner is a
freelance photographer
who shoots a wide
range of images, which
may explain why Justin
set himself a daily
photographic
project
during lockdown: taking
images every day in the
confines of his home.
Justin’s lecture covers
many
styles
of
photography and he’ll
show us behind-the-scenes images of the set ups he used.
Although we may have come out of lockdown by this date, all those long hours
cooped up at home in the last year has led us to think about capturing images in
the home environment, so this talk could well be inspiring!
MAY
3rd

BANK HOLIDAY – NO MEETING

10th GERALD CHAMBERLIN EFIAP – MY FAVOURITE BLACK & WHITES
Gerald is one of those obsessive
camera club photographers who
works almost exclusively in
mono.
He’ll take us through his diverse
collection of black & white and
infrared images taken at all kinds
of locations and at various
events. He’ll also relate the
stories of how his images came
about and reveal some of his
techniques.
17th COMPETITION 3 – HOME & GARDEN
Judge: Steve Myall EFIAP, BPE4*
24th DAVE TUCKER DPAGB, EFIAP/s, BPE3* (with ANGIE TUCKER) – PICS WOT
I LIKE
Don’t worry about the title
of this talk: Dave is not to
photography wot Ernie
Wise is to playwriting: it’s
simply an indication of
Dave’s fun, light-hearted
approach to photography.
Dave and Angie will show
many of their favourite
images comprising Infrared, landscapes, people
Creative and general fun
shots, including many
exhibition award winners.
31st BANK HOLIDAY – NO MEETING
JUNE
7th

TRACEY LUND MPA, FBIPP, ARPS, ANPS, ASINWP, CPAGB, AFIAP, QPSA,
BPE*1 – WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY PT 1
Have we ever booked a photographer with as many qualifications as this?
Amazingly, Tracey isn’t a professional wildlife photographer. She holds down a
day job and her income funds her trips around the world… and, my word, has she
travelled. As Tracey says: ‘I haven’t been everywhere but it’s on my list.’

Tracey’s talk will take us to Europe, Asia, Africa and North America showing us
Japanese macaques, Dalmatian pelicans, Camargue horses, Arctic foxes, puffins,
seals, owls, eagles, bears, hares, wolves, otters, gannets and goshawks.
‘This presentation was a memorable evening of stunning wildlife images. Tracey’s
passion for the subject shines through her work’ – Leighton Buzzard Photographic
Club.
14th COMPETITION 4 – SPRING
Judge: Trina Fitzalan Howard
21st DAVE JONES – A PASSION FOR TRAVELLING

Since retiring a few years ago, David - a member of Nottingham & Notts PS - has
travelled across the world capturing many fine, award-winning images which show
a great talent for landscape, nature and architectural photography.
David will show us dramatic vistas from the Faroe Islands to New Zealand, misty
sunrises in the Val D’Orcia in Italy, wild wolves in Yosemite and bears in Finland,
the awe-inspiring interiors of the Duomo in Siena, and we will see fascinating
comparisons between the landscapes of Tuscany and the Palouse area of
Washington State.

28th JANE GOODALL – BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
Landscape is all about light and, in Jayne’s talk, you
will find out how she works the light for maximum effect
and considers perspective and visual cues to make
successful landscape images.
We’ll also see how Jane uses the latest online and
smartphone applications to help her image-making
and optimise her choice of landscape locations.
She promises a fun, interactive evening, even online!
‘Everyone thought Beautiful Light was fantastic and I
have had several members tell me that you are the
best speaker we have ever had. It was one of the best
presentations in my 20 years at Biggleswade Camera
Club.’
JULY
5th

JAMES KERWIN – ABANDONED ARCHITECTURE
James has been shooting abandoned
buildings since 2014 and has built up a
large portfolio taken in some of the most
striking locations in Europe and beyond.
His images capture rich colour palettes,
textures and details showing how time
and nature have taken over the interiors.
Shooting everything from chateaus to
sanatoriums, James’ images show the
beauty in decay and neglect, creating a
romantic approach to the mystery within
the images.
‘An extraordinary journey and a
fascinating insight into his meticulous
planning, inspiration and values. His
personal stories were interesting and
entertaining and, in these difficult times,
it was great to be taken where some
people can only dream of – rich
inspiration for life after Covid-19’ –
Harrow Camera Club

12th COMPETITION 5 – DOORS, KNOBS & KNOCKERS
Judge: Paddy Ruske

19th MEMBERS’ EVENING – MY FAVOURITE…
This will be an evening to revel in great photography as we ask you to give us a
short presentation answering any one or all of these questions:
Who is your favourite photographer? Ansel Adams? Don McCullin? Karsh? Steve
McCurry? Whoever it is, tell us why… and show us their photos.
Do you have any particular favourite photographs? Or any photos that have
inspired you?
Also, do you have a favourite photograph – or photographs – that you have taken?
26th ALAN ANGEL FRPS – TRAVELS IN BLACK & WHITE

Alan is a passionate black & white photographer who achieved a Fellowship with
the RPS through his portraiture, though he shoots a variety of subject matter. For
this print talk, he has selected four different countries he has visited and converted
the photographs he took to black & white ‘to prove that monochrome, in some
instances, make for a far stronger image.’
SUMMER BREAK (August & early September)
Covid-willing, we hope to organise a few informal outdoor meets during this time,
with a club meal somewhere on Monday, August 23rd.

www.derbycitypc.co.uk

CLUB COMPETITIONS 2021
SET THEME DEFINITIONS & SCOPE
15th March - IN THE RAIN
Present an image where rainfall is a strong, distinctive or noticeable element in the
image. Use natural rainfall or use your creativity to depict rain.
19th April - MONOCHROME
Your entry needs to be a grayscale image ranging from black to white of any subject.
Your image may be toned entirely in a single colour e.g. sepia. However, a black and
white image which includes a partial toning or an additional colour is not permitted. This
competition will take the whole evening. Members may enter a maximum of three
Monochrome images. There is no separate Open section this evening.
17th May – HOME & GARDEN
Your entry must be a photograph taken in your home or garden. This can include a selfportrait or family portrait… a shot of birds, insects, flowers or even statues – just so long
as they were taken in your garden… a still-life study… a close-up of something in your
house… a straight or abstracted photo of something in your house… maybe an image
that reflects life in lockdown…
14th June - SPRING
We want an image that summons up the season of spring… new growth, new-born
lambs, honey bees, singing birds, daffodils, bluebells, blossom, butterflies, verdant
trees, rape fields, March hares, April showers, picnics, Easter Eggs…
12th July - DOORS, KNOBS & KNOCKERS
Your image can show anything from a close-up of a single door, door knob or door
knocker through to a panorama of houses all with doors, knobs and knockers, just so
long as the door(s), knob(s) and/or knocker(s) are a principal feature of the image.
20th September - SPORT
An action shot of your chosen sport.
18th October - NATURE
Images must be of fauna, flora or fungi in their environment. No pets, captive animals or
cultivated plants are permitted, although images of animals and birds living freely within
conservation or nature reserves are acceptable.
29th November - LANDSCAPE
We are looking for images which predominantly show the LAND as opposed to
cityscapes - which predominantly show urban architecture - or seascapes which
predominantly show the sea or ocean. Images of lakes or rivers are permitted as long
as they are within a prominent landscape. Images which show a portion of the sea, a
few buildings or a cityscape in the distance are also permitted.

